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Cadillac for 1954 introduced longer, lower and wider cars with more power and a brand new General Motors C-body bearing the trendy wrapped windshield. Wheelbase extended to 129 inches on Cadillac Series 62 models, and to 149.8 inches on series 75s. Cadillac V-8 was boosted to 230 horsepower,
and power steering and windshield washers became standard linewide. A four-way front seat was a new option. Ad 1954 Cadillac Eldorado back with standard gold-color trim and real wire wheels, but was much more like the standard Series 62 ragtop and so far cheaper than the 1953 Eldorado, at $4738.
Predictably, Cadillac Eldorado sales rose to 2,150 for the model year. It improved to 3,950 for '55, then rose 65 percent for '56, when Eldorados doubled to include a hardtop coupe, named Sevilla, with the same $6,556 base price as the convertible, which was renamed cadillac Eldorado Biarritz. Eldorado
became more distinctive again after 1954, budding pointy shark finds over round taillights. Other Cadillac models from 1954 retained the small taillight-and-finn motif from previous years. Cadillac's basic styling from 1954 persisted through effective, evolutionary facelifts for 1955 and 1956. Over the past
year brought the division's first four-door hardtop, predictably called sedan de Ville, which immediately scored almost as many sales as the Coupe de Ville and the standard Series 62 hardtop combined. Cadillac sales continued nowhere, but up, reaching 140,777 for 1955, a banner year for all of Detroit.
But even that was a temporary plateau. Despite challenges from a brand new 1956 Lincoln and revitalized 1957 Imperial, Cadillac remained America's luxury sales leader by far. Combined Lincoln/Imperial volume never exceeded 40,000 cars a year in this era; on Cadillac, it was good production for a
calendar quarter. Horsepower seemed to climb right along with the sale. For 1955, it reached 250 in standard melody via higher compression and improved manifolding. The 1955 Cadillac Eldorado boasted 270 horsepower, courtesy of two four-barrel carburetors that were optional for other models. For
1956, the milestone V-8 received the first of several extensions, which bore out to 365 cubic inches, good for 305 horsepower in Eldorados, 285 in other models. Horsepower would continue to climb, along with the elevation of these tailfins, as cadillac was ready to enter a period where it would cement
itself as a symbol of the American century.  The Cadillac models from 1957 and 1958 were flamboyant - even garish to some - but creatively constructed. These amazing 50s models are described on the next page. For more information on Cadillac, see: Cadillac: Learn the history of America's premier
luxury car, from 1930s classics to today's latest Cadillac models. Consumer Guide New Car Reviews and Prices: Road Test Results, Photos, Specifications and Prices for 2007 and hundreds of other new cars, trucks, minivans and SUVs.1940-1949 Cadillac: Cadillac produces some of its most beautiful
cars and some of its most important technical developments - not to mention tailfin.1960-1969 Cadillac: Cadillac brings unrivalled elegance to the luxury market and is rewarded with undisputed popularity. Cadillac's identity as an American car icon reached its stride for 1957 and 1958. These cars
celebrated the good life with increasingly sensual styling and lurid chrome deals, but backed it up with some real engineering creativity. For '57, the division's 356 cubic-inch V-8 15 horsepower in standard form gained to 300, increasing by 20 in Eldorado, to 325, mostly thanks to a compression dump to
10:1. Ad This engine powered a rebodied 1957 Cadillac lineup. The look was blockage, but still evolutionary, inspired by Cadillac Orleans, Eldorado Brougham, and Park Avenue show cars of 1954 and 1955. Now into the luxury stratosphere was a production 1957 Cadillac Eldorado Brougham, priced at
a princely $13,074. One of the most interesting Cadillacs of the 1950s, this low-slung columnless sedan on a compact 126-inch wheelbase featured center-opening doors and a roof capped in brushed stainless steel, the latter one of Harley Earl's favorite touches. Standard quad headlights were an
industry that was first shared with this year's Nash. Brougham's most exciting mechanical feature was air suspension, the work of engineers Lester Milliken and Fred Cowin. Based on systems used for commercial vehicles since 1952, this used an air feather on each wheel and consisted of a domed air
chamber, rubber membrane and pistons. The domes were fed by a central air compressor, and are continuously adjusted for load and road conditions (via valves and magnets) for a smooth, smooth ride. Cadillac's system differed from air ride options on other GM divisions in being open (taking in air from
the outside) rather than closed. Unfortunately, costs and complexity were high in terms of benefits. The air domes leaked, and replacements were frequent, which led many owners to scrap the system in favor of conventional coil springs. Cadillac and GM left the air suspension after 1960. Back to the
volume Cadillacs, which were strongly facelifted for 1958 in a way typical of GM as model years. The most garish Caddys yet, they dripped with chrome and were far less stylish than newer models. Sales were poor, although a nationwide recession was probably more to blame than the styling, which,
after all, was in fashion. With 121 778 units, model year production in 1958 was the lowest since 1954. Horsepower ratings, but continued to climb. The 365 V-8 was coaxed to 310 horsepower on all but Eldorado, where it made 335. Forecasting the future, the 1958 Cadillac De Ville was a 62-year-old,
and the pillar-read sedans were eliminated. The 62-line also got a hardtop sedan with extended rear tyres. All 1958 Cadillac models were available with cruise control, high-pressure cooling system, two-speaker signal-boosting radio and automatic parking brake release. A special show Eldorado
introduced a mind-watering convertible top that raised itself and the side windows when a sensor detected raindrops; This gimmick reportedly saw limited production, but probably far less than even air suspension did. An evocative redesign was on tap for Cadillac's next model year. We're investigating the
immortal 1959 Cadillac next time. For more information on Cadillac, see: Cadillac: Learn the history of America's premier luxury car, from 1930s classics to today's latest Cadillac models. Consumer Guide New car reviews and prices: Road test results, photos, specifications and prices for 2007 Cadillacs
and hundreds of other new cars, trucks, minivans and SUVs.1940-1949 Cadillac: Cadillac produces some of its most beautiful cars and some of its most important technical developments - not to mention tailfin.1960-1969 Cadillac: Cadillac brings unrivalled elegance to the luxury market and is rewarded
with unchallenged popularity. When Ford attacked Le Mans in the 1960s, it didn't find victory until the third year. Cadillac hopes to repeat the third-time-is-a-charm feat with a brand new version of its Northstar Le Mans Prototype endurance racer, who completed a first round of testing at Sebring in
January. Cadillac's first effort with a modern prototype racer in the 2000 French classic, using a car designed by famous American constructors Riley &amp; Scott, was far off the pace. Of the four cars coming in, the best finished 68 laps behind the all-conquering Audi R8s. To improve this performance,
Herb Fishel, head of GM Racing, appointed Englishman Nigel Stroud in early 2001 to lead Cadillac's Le Mans program. Stroud came with 30 years of experience, including an overall victory in 1991 at Le Mans with Mazda. But he didn't have enough time to design, develop and test his brand new car in
time for last year's 24-hour race, so Stroud's small 3GR design group, based in Brackley, England, changed the existing R&amp;amp; The S chassis allowed Cadillac engineers to continue the development of their 4.0-liter, turbocharged, twin-cam V-8 Northstar, which is based on GM's Indy Racing
League engine. In the 2001 season, the team did not suffer a single engine failure, but Le Mans gave no better than a 15th place and a did-not-finish. For this year's race, GM's engine design manager, Frank Keating, has concentrated on extracting a few more ponies from the reliable 600-plus-hp V-8. It
looks pretty much the same as last year's engine from the outside, says Keating, but inside it's brand new, a 180 crank and new heads for improved breathing. Keating also sought to reduce the internal friction of the engine to improve both and fuel economy. Meanwhile, the new Stroud-designed
prototype came together, with the main goal of reducing the original car's excessive aerodynamic drag. The Riley &amp; Scott car had been designed in early 1999 to win on the relatively slower and shorter American Le Mans Series tracks that required higher downforce, rather than on the high-speed,
low-drag Sarthe Circuit at Le Mans, with its very long ones right away. The designer's problem has always been how best to handle air flowing above, in and around the car's surfaces, while generating maximum downforce with minimal drag. Although the current Le Mans rules still specify that all Le Mans
Prototype (LMP) class cyclists must have bottom surfaces that are completely flat, a clever technical trend developed in '99 to redirect some of the air rushing under the nose of the car to go over the top of the bottom surface using a chassis with a fake floor! This arcane detail required a careful redesign of
the cockpit and chassis so that the driver's feet could be raised several inches, allowing some of the incoming air to be effectively diverted out the sides and top of the car, instead of being compressed as turbulent drag under the flat bottom. Since 1999, BMW, Toyota, Nissan, Dallara, Lola, Dome and
Audi have all used variants on this design theme to improve the aerodynamics of the chassis. The latest Stroud-designed Cadillac goes even further by diverting some of the incoming air around separate pods that surround each of the front wheels. All this internal aerodynamic trickery is cleverly hidden
under an ultrasmooth surface with only a few grooves and valves on the sides and top of the nose section that hint at what is happening in the skin. So a greater percentage of air can move through the car, rather than above it, helps reduce lifts, so smaller rear wing angles are needed to create downforce
for high turning speeds. A flatter wing setting provides less drag and improves the car's top speed. Cadillac's new shape should easily send it over 200 mph. Additional aerodynamic benefits come from a wheelbase about seven inches shorter than the original R&amp;amp;amp; S design. This provides
more bodywork at the front and rear wheel centers to better adjust the aerodynamic balance. Balance and pitch stability are essential to reduce lap times, Stroud said. If we can make the car easier to control at high speeds, drivers can go faster with more confidence. By moving most of the existing
mechanical components lower in the chassis, the car's frontal area was reduced, allowing the upper surface of the car to be made smoother, allowing the rear wing to operate in higher volume, less turbulent airflow. Even a new adjustable driver's footbox, with an integrated pedal unit, improves the car's
aerodynamics. That detail, believe it or stroud, is also a one aero-improvement, as it ensures that the driver's helmet stays closer to the rollover structure, which reduces turbulence and in turn improves air flow to the rear wing. All these changes showed great promise on the Sebring test. Two of these
new Northstars were due to start on 12 Hours of Sebring in March. Le Mans will follow in June, and certain American events are also on the calendar. With a little luck, Cadillac may have its first podium finish before the end of the year. Technical highlights Aero: Wheelbase is seven inches shorter to
increase chassis aerodynamic surfaces front front and rear rear wheels. High nosed cockpit/tub facilitates internal airflow over the top of the belly hood. Attached pontoon front fenders help to handle the air flow through the body. Lower profile body with narrower cockpit improves airflow to rear wing.
Safety: Improved cockpit surround structure, with center parts, to increase the area of headrest for side impact. Composite crush boxes front and rear to improve crash protection. Two-walled, instantly adjustable footbox with integrated pedal unit prevents intrusion of the appearance of suspension
components in the event of a crash. Mechanical: Stiffer chassis provides more consistent suspension geometry for improved braking and handling. Large mechanical components were reduced in size and mounted closer to the ground to lower center of gravity and reduce the body's profile. All
mechanical components are mounted in large modules to facilitate quick and easy replacement in case of failure or crash damage. The latest version of the engine gets less bearings and a lighter valve train for less friction. New cylinder heads and a 180-degree crankshaft improve breathing. Electric
power steering. The oil tank moved in front of the engine for better weight distribution. Three-spring front suspension. Oil/hot heat exchangers eliminate separate oil radiators to improve aerodynamic efficiency. New X-Trac sequential transmission with air-driven paddle changers on the steering wheel.
New Michelin racing tires designed specifically for Northstar's suspension system. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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